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Foreword
We have reached a tipping point in our energy requirements worldwide
−

You can generate your own electricity for less than local authorities can deliver it to
your home.

−

Electricity in South Africa is taxed to cross subsidize other projects in our cities

−

Electric cars are a reality and will be common place in the near future.

−

VW announced 9 new electric models, China now manufactures more electric car than
any other country in the world, Tesla will have a showroom in SA 2019

−

Fuel is heavily taxed in South Africa and dependent on Rand Dollar fluctuations.

−

Our cities do not provide a competitive feed in tariff and have implemented a daily
service fee for domestic users

−

The world cannot afford to wait any longer to change to renewable energy.

−

South Africa has very high levels of solar radiation making perfect for solar power.

−

Solar panels have a 25-yr. warrantee SMA inverters 1o-yr. Lithium batteries 10-yr, with
far longer life expectancies.
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What do I do next?
You need to take note of the following statements and questions in order to make your
own choice.
−

If you simply want backup during power failures, purchase a generator large enough to
drive the entire house.
−

−

The cost and difficulty to separate a distribution board into essential and nonessential load during a power failure is very high and often requires a complete
rewire. This often costs more than the cost of a larger generator.

If your main concern is to reduce your electricity bill
−

Install and register a Grid tied inverter system that feeds your home while the sun
is shining and exports excess electricity to local authority if the service is available.
−

The city of Cape Town Charges a daily service fee for exporting your
green energy, @ R 426 per month

−

The city limits you to how much solar power you can install on your own roof.
From the list below most home owners can only install 3.5 Kw that will
produce about 16 kWh per day (Units)

−
−

A grid tied inverter does not provide any backup and will stop producing
power as soon the power system becomes unstable or fails.

−

Worldwide the trend is now to store excess energy in your own batteries as
opposed to export your excess to the City
−

Cape Town will pay you R0.84 per unit you export and will charge you up
to R2.55 per unit when you buy power from the city.

−

Despite the low feed in tariff the high cost of electricity makes grid tie
systems very cost effective with returns of investment of up to 20%
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Increased self-consumption

Battery technology has changed dramatically over the past 5 years with lithium batteries
advancing changing the engineering approach to home and commercial power
−

Lithium batteries now produced at less than half of the original cost from 4 year ago

−

Most manufacturers now ship with a 10yr warrantee and guarantee up to 10 000 cycles

−

The overall charge and discharge efficiency of lithium is 15% higher than tradition lead
acid batteries

−

You can now use 100% of lithium batteries as opposed to 50% of older battery types.

−

Several other manufactures produce a single box to collect the solar power and
connects to a battery to provide backup and self-storage.
−

We split energy generation and storage into separate boxes to enable expansion
into the future.

−

If you combine a 5-kw grid tie solar inverter with a 5 Kw backup inverter you can use
up to 10-Kw of power during the day as opposed to a single box that limits you to a 5
Kw

−

By separating the grid tie inverter from the backup inverter, you can increase your
solar panel array to as large as you need as you need, and you are not limited by the
city.

−

A solar system needs to be modular you can choose to add solar power later add
additional battery supply to become completely off grid. With the high service fees
and tax on electricity this is fast becoming a reality.

−

It is vitally important to have a base architecture can expand without having to replace
your complete system
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Sizing your system

With the cost of electricity fast becoming the same as the repayment of a small sedan it is
a real consideration in your monthly budget.
−

It does not pay to install a small solar system as the relative cost is only fractionally
more for larger systems.

−

The cost of a larger backup/ self-consuming inverter is only fractionally more than a
small unit.

−

A backup inverter should be able to carry your entire house load excluding your hot
water cylinder and large stove.
−

The cost of trying to separate the plug points is often more than more than the
cost of a larger system.

−

When considering battery sizing it important that the battery can handle the peak
loads to make sure that we avoid exporting power to the city or using power when we
run peak loads.

−

The return on investment for hybrid solar system out performs almost all investment
options to domestic and commercial electricity users.
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Grid Tie solar
4 Kw solar power

3.96Kw solar panel

SMA 3.6kw inverter

SMA energy meter

Installed cost including Certificate of compliance and City of Cape town registration
R 69 800 Excluding vat ( cost per watt installed R17.62 )
This solar system should deliver about 6400 Kwh per year or a saving of R 12 000 per year

Grid Tie solar
5.6 Kw solar power

5.6 Kw solar panel

SMA 5 kw inverter

SMA energy meter

Installed cost including Certificate of compliance and City of Cape town registration
R 89 500 Excluding vat (cost per watt installed R15.67)
This solar system should deliver about 9000 Kwh per year or a saving of R 15 000 per year
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Hybrid solar storage + Backup
3.3 kw Off grid system for part

SMA 3.3 Kw Sunny island BYD 5.12 Kwh backup lithium Plug play backup Db +Load shed
R 108500 excluding Vat
Installed cost including Certificate of compliance
System connects to the solar system seamlessly providing full off grid capability and
automated load shedding of non-essential load.

6 Kw Off grid solution 1 Phase or

SMA 6 Kw Sunny island BYD 7.4 Kwh backup lithium Plug play backup Db +Load shed
R 14900 excluding Vat
Installed cost including Certificate of compliance
System connects to the solar system seamlessly providing full off grid capability and
automated load shedding of non-essential load.
Should you like to provide drive your single phase to everything instead of 3 phase load
you can upgrade the Smart Db for an additional R2300
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Live access Your Energy usage and battery status
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